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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Location & Access:
EL 6386 is accessible through Francis Creek travelling north from the Francis Creek Lake for 12 km & then turning east on the Mary River track for 17 km to reach the north end tip.
The only old workings in the area was Glenys which was worked for tin.
2) WORK CONDUCTED

Having conducted further stream sampling as shown on schedule 3, we found that EL6386 is no longer a viable project. The negative results from our gold exploration along with the uncertainty of the tin market makes it imperative that we relinquish EL 6386 entirely.

2A) STREAM SAMPLING RESULTS
1  Fine Tail Tin
2  Fine Tail of Tin
3  Fine Tail of Tin
4-6 Firm Tail of Tin
7-9 Negligible
10 Firm Tail of Tin
11-12 Negligible
3) EXPENDITURE REPORT

1) ADMINISTRATION/OFFICE FEES/TELEPHONE $ 250.00

2) FIELD, CAMPING & ASSOCIATED COSTS,
   CARAVAN ACCOMODATION & CONSUMABLES $ 1500.00

3) EXPLORATION DATA,
   MAPS, REPORTING & MISCELLANEOUS. $ 50.00

4) VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT RUNNING, REPAIR
   & MAINTAINANCE, FUELS, OILS & REPLACEMENT $ 1100.00

5) PROSPECTING & FIELD ASSISTANCE, WAGES ETC     $ 800.00

TOTAL EXPENDITURE FOR PERIOD BEING $ 3700.00
4) ONGOING WORK PROGRAMME

We wish to herein advise that relinquishment is requested in relation the further activity on this E1 6386.
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